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Stonewall Holds Up Against Discrimination by Saysha Belton
Some may wonder why six huge, steamy boxes
of pizza roll through the doors at North Thurston every
Thursday at lunch. But to other students the answer is
simple: Pizza Klatch! And as wonderful as a club that
has pizza in its very name may seem, it’s not about the
pizza. Pizza Klatch is a place for all students to feel
welcome and accepted, regardless of sexuality or gender
identity. First and second lunch meet separately (in
rooms 209 and 124 respectively), but the amazing leader
-- sent from Stonewall Youth Services -- keeps us connected.
“Stonewall Youth is an organization of youth,
activists, and allies that empower gay, bisexual, trans,
queer, questioning, intersex, asexual, androgynous, and
pansexual (LGBTQQIAAP) youth to speak for themselves, educate their communities, and support each other.” And Klatch, being a branch of Stonewall, is centered
around helping students be themselves on school property
in the big social web. And so, every Thursday, they meet.
They descend from their cliques and their normal routines to come together as a whole. LGBTQQIAAP students and allies alike, they make up a pretty funny group.
Following the rule of “what happens in Vegas, stays in
Vegas,” students have an opportunity to express anything

they want to about their life as a teenager, struggling with
the sexuality-based and gender identity labels other teens
have given them. If a boy is in love, no matter with whom
it is, he can absolutely feel safe about sharing his feelings
when we meet. If one does not look like the person one
feels that one is, the students and facilitators of the Pizza
Klatch will recognize and respect that. Tell us how you
feel, and all you will receive is friendly advice. There are
so many benefits to sharing one’s feelings, even if one
considers oneself strictly heterosexual and cisgender.
So many students right here at Thurston feel that
this weekly ritual is something more than just a group of
very open individuals. “Pizza Klatch makes a difference
in my week — someone is always there to listen to me,”
said one of our regular attendees. Many students just
appreciate the time taken out of their week. “Sometimes
we have fun, sometimes we talk about stuff that’s hard to
talk to other people about.” For some, it changes perspectives and saves lives. “I can be who I am here.” Most
LGBTQQIAAP students feel empowered by the other
students who identify as something other than straight,
and they can also feel like they are not alienated because
of the surplus of allies that comes to support their community.

Pizza Klatch strives to decrease harassment at
our school, educate students on how their words affect
those around them, and think of creative ways to spread
awareness about false stereotypes among teens. It’s for
people to get the hard things off their chests with no
strings or consequences attached. The next time you want
to comment on the sexuality of a person, or want to use
a label as a slang term, think about the rippling effects
of your words. And don’t ever feel alone, no matter your
struggle. The Pizza Klatch door is always open.

It’s in your pocket, it’s probably charging right
now, you have it at home, you have access to your favorite games, and you even have access to social networking sites. You may not know the possibilities, but you
have the world of technology at your fingertips. You are
responsible for your actions within the world of technology.
Cyberbullying is the use of electronic communication to bully a person, sending a message that is
intimidating or threatening in nature. Cyberbullying is
different from the “jock” giving the “nerd” a toilet swirly.
Cyberbullying can happen twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, and reach the victim when he or she is
alone. Messages and images can be posted anonymously,
but can be seen quickly by a wide audience, which makes
it difficult and sometimes impossible to trace the source.
However, harassing messages, texts, and pictures are
impossible to erase once they have been posted or sent.
You cannot blame your cell phone, tablet, or
computer for cyberbullying. The social media sites
shouldn’t take the blame, either. It’s the cyberbully who
lets everyone in the entire world view the things a victim

might not want others to see. According to stopbullying.
gov, people who are being cyberbullied are more likely to
abuse alcohol and drugs, skip school, have a low selfesteem, or commit suicide than people not being bullied.
Gabi Hough (Jr.) knows exactly how cyberbullying can
affect a person. “I knew a girl; a lot of people had something against her and they would all spam her on Ask.FM
and other social networks with negativity and eventually,
she just deleted everything and went M.I.A. because she
felt like she couldn’t trust anyone. A few mistakes, and
suddenly the whole school has something against you.”
In the ABC Family Original Movie “Cyberbully,” Emily Osment plays Taylor Hillridge, who, after being relentlessly cyberbullied, loses her two best friends,
her self-esteem, and attempts suicide. “Taylor, when you
put something online it’s no longer private and everyone
can see it,” says Kris Hillridge, Taylor’s mother, played
by Kelly Rowan.
What Kelly Rowan tells Emily Osment is true:
once you put something up, it is no longer private. For
example, Justin Bieber and his former girlfriend, Selena
Gomez, posted a photo on Twitter and deleted it about

a second later. There were headlines everywhere right
when he posted that photo. This shows that once something is on the internet, it can never be completely erased.
In 2008-2009, the School Crime Supplement
found out that 6% of students from grades 6-12 have
experienced cyberbullying. In 2011, the Youth Risk
Behavior Surveillance Survey found that 16% of students
from grades 9-12 were electronically bullied. Cyberbullying is growing as rapidly as the world of technology.
There are many ways to prevent cyberbullying and also to stop it. When you see something nasty
said about you on the internet, print it out and keep the
evidence. Some networking sites allow you to report or
block that person, so take the initiative to do so. Some
site owners have the power to shut down the bully’s
account. Don’t only block the person or print evidence,
but also talk to a trusted adult -- your parents, principal,
or even your favorite teacher. Let’s put our phones,
computers, and tablets to the side and end cyberbullying
together.

Bullying in Cyberspace by Jasmine Contajioso

To complete this crossword, search for the words and definitions in the
harassment-themed articles in this paper.
Across
1. a place for all students to feel welcome and accepted, regardless of sexuality or
gender identity
4. the action of killing oneself intentionally
8. the act of provoking unlawful behavior with remarks of racial or ethnic hatred
12. a person who uses strength or power to harm or intimidate those whom he or she
can victimize
13. repeated approaching or pursuing of an individual or group
14. aggressive pressure or intimidation
Down
2. allows a member of the community to provide anonymous information about
criminal activity
3. making unwanted sexual advances or obscene remarks
4. a national organization to unite LGBTQQAAIP students
5. offensive remarks about a person’s age
6. a person’s response to a stressor such as an environmental condition or a stimulus
7. behavior that humiliates, intimidates, excludes, and isolates an individual or group
9. using technology as a means of victimizing others
10. when a person is not comfortable telling someone about his or her problem, this is
the state that he or she is left in
11. judging a person or group based on stereotypes or personal biases

The Silent Problem That Never Leavesby Alex Sempek
Harassment. It has affected lives and has damaged minds. Harassment is so severe in some cases that
it has led many to suicide. Suicide is the third leading
cause of death among young people, according to the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC). For every suicide
among young people, there are at least 100 suicide attempts. Over 14% of high school students have considered suicide and almost 7% have attempted. According to
statistics reported by ABC News, nearly 30% of students
are either bullies or victim of bullying and 160,000 kids
stay home every day because of fear of bullying. Studies show that cyberbullying is a more frequently used
form of harassment. More than 1 in 3 young people have
experienced cyberbullying and over 25% of young people
are being bullied through the internet or cell phones.
Harassment comes in many forms and levels.
Some forms are minor and easily handled. Others can
be severe and require a lot more attention. As for different forms of harassment, there are sexual harassment,
personal harassment, age harassment, stalking and many
more. Harassment is a problem and a serious one. If you
see harassment of any form happening, report it as soon
as you can. The quicker it is stopped, the better.
Sexual harassment occurs typically, but not

always, in a workplace or social situation. It involves
making unwanted sexual advances or obscene remarks
at a person. Personal harassment is behavior that humiliates, intimidates, excludes, and isolates an individual or
group. This includes malicious or intimidating gestures
or actions, threats, bullying, verbal assault, taunting,
ostracizing, physical assault, humiliation, insults, gossip, and slander. Age harassment is the harassment of a
person’s age (This might be harassing someone because
of how young they are or how old they are.). Stalking is
the repeated approaching or pursuing of an individual or
group.
Ways that others can help is to talk to the authorities, either in school or even higher up. This could
include a teacher, principal, counselor, or school resource
officer. Typically, according to bullyingstatistics.org,
harassment most often happens in unsupervised areas. To
avoid harassment, a victim should move in groups. Most
likely, a bully will not harass an individual if he or she
is with a group. The victim could also be assertive. This
doesn’t mean fight the bully, but to stand up straight and
tell the bully, firmly, to leave you alone.
Use these definitions to solve the crossword
puzzle on page 1. Solve all of the puzzle and take to

RamScopes by Cassie Jarvis

Freshman: Just because you’re the new “ram in the
bunch” doesn’t mean you should let the older kids bully
you around; take a stand, show them that younger kids can
run the show sometimes.

Rams Splashing into History

Sophomore: Bullying the freshman doesn’t make you
cool, you were once the youngest kid at the school not
even a year ago.
Junior: Soon it’ll be your turn in the spot light; it will
come faster than you think. Time to start buckling down,
maturing up, and focusing on school a little more.
Senior: You’re the older ones here at the school, set up a
good example for your younger fellow rams. You don’t
have to act like an angel all the time, because we all know Captain Sarah Topping (Sr.) advanced to
we have or moments, but at least act mature more often.
state this past weekend.

Dear Rammy

Room 101 during your lunch to receive a Rambuck. All
statistics and information, unless otherwise noted, were
found at bullyingstatistics.org. Please check it out for
more information on harassment and ways to prevent or
stop it.

The Lady Rams swim team has finished up its current season, making the ladies undefeated for the fifth season
in a row since 2009. “Oh my goodness, I am elated! All of
the girls have worked super hard every practice, every meet,
and it is just so amazing to see it work out like this,” captain
Sarah Topping (Sr.) exclaimed about the teams continued
streak. They ended the season destroying Timberline 130-50.
With the ending of the normal swimming season,
Leagues quickly followed and the Lady Rams went on to win
the Narrows League 3A championship for the second year
in a row. As well as placing first at the meet, nine swimmers
advanced to the 3A District 3 Championship at Hazen on
Nov. 8 and 9 in single events and all relays where the team
went on to place third in districts and six swimmers have
advanced to state Nov. 15 and 16. Great job, girls.

I’m having a serious boy problem. I have been
best friends with a boy for 3 years and I have always
liked him. By now, he has completely friend zoned me
and I have learned to deal with it. Now, another boy has
caught my attention, and I really want to date him. I was
sort of hoping that he would help me forget about Guy A.
The problem is, now that Guy B has shown interest and
wants to ask me out, Guy A is jealous and suddenly has
feelings for me. I feel like Guy A has already wasted his
chance, but I also feel that he deserves a chance. Do I
finally be with Guy A, or do I give Guy B a chance?

From, Perpetually Friend-zoned Girl
Dear Perpetually Friend-Zoned Girl,
Well, first off, don’t assume you have been
friend-zoned. Maybe he assumed he was friend-zoned, so
he never made a move until given reason. Guy B obviously sparked Guy A’s interest in you because he realized
that he doesn’t want Guy B to date you -- he does. In
terms of whom to choose, to whom are you closest? Who
has most of your trust, and is easiest to be around and to
talk to?

If Guy A has feelings for you, he should get a chance,
but you shouldn’t “let it loose” right away. Then again,
if you feel it is too late for Guy A to capture your heart,
give Guy B a chance. Maybe go on a date with both of
them; separately of course, because both at the same
time would just be awkward. Get to know them both a
little more than you do already (yes, even the guy you’ve
known for three years), and maybe you’ll know which
one you like the most.
Best of luck to you in your relationship predicament.
Love, Rammy

Carrack made the split-second choice to leap
into the bay. The rays from the enemy ship struck Comet
Tail, causing massive tremors through the whole ship.
Carrack flew into the darkness of the bay, its only illumination the flashing of sirens which left him blinded
between the strobes. As the rumbling of the ship calmed,
he frantically scanned the bay for the creature. He quickly
got his bearings and rushed to the seal doors -- put in
place to keep the vacuum out of the rest of the ship -- and
slammed his employee code into the keypad. He looked
over his shoulder as the door processed his input. What
he saw petrified him.
He saw the alien, again just a glimpse, as it
rounded a cargo shelf seeking shadows. Carrack pounded
on the door and rushed in the moment it opened. He unlatched his tether that connected to the other airlock, letting his suit switch to its backup oxygen tank. He endured
the seconds as the door slid closed. In the final moment

when the door was open only by a sliver of space, he saw
the creature emerge again.
He left his space suit on, only taking the helmet
off and went into the ship. He headed right down the hall
in the direction of Command, his breath heavy and his
hands trembling with every reach out to the rail to pull
himself along. As he went, the ship shook violently from
the oncoming barrage. He continued until he saw one of
the emergency doors that block airflow in the hall in case
of a hull breach. Donning his helmet again, he moved to
open the door.
An explosion of blinding light sheared the metal
walls and filled Carrack’s senses with pain. Pieces of
steel buffeted him. He yelled out in fear and surprise and
agony, and lost his grip on the rail. Sound began to fade
as the air flew into space and vacuum replaced it. Carrack
began to drift off, un-tethered. He turned his head, looking back at Comet Tail quickly receding away. It was a

gutted carcass, a husk, a mass of debris drifting calming
in all directions away from the horror. Carrack began to
weep at the massive helplessness of his situation. He had
no way to alter his direction and Comet Tail was utterly
decimated.
Another beam struck what was left of the ship.
In a brilliant and frightening flash, it flew right past Carrack. Comet Tail was no more, its pieces and shards lost
to the stars. Carrack turned his head the other way and
saw he was swiftly approaching the alien ship. He braced
himself for the impact, closed his eyes with his arms over
his head. Through his eyelids he saw light turn to dark.
He waited, but no impact came. He felt warm now, and
opened his eyes. A dark room greeted him. He quickly
looked around and saw a door to open space closing.
“No… Oh, no…” At a loss for words, he simply
cried in horror, looked at the reddish metal of the empty
room… and waited.

Comet Tail a continuing story by Gage Buck

Rams Give Back by Lesley Lynn
The Bible Club is going out and giving back this
year! They decided to volunteer for the Thurston County
Food Bank and got in touch with the volunteer coordinator, Judy Jones. The president of the Bible Club, Rachel
Benton, set up a date for shifts at the food bank. Benton
is looking for people around school who would like to
participate.

Do you need community service hours? What
about volunteer hours on your resume? Do you just want
to give back to your community? If you’re interested, find
Mr. Broeker in room 220, Rachel Belton, or Anna Provoe
to let them know you would like to participate. The first
shift is 1-4 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 23. If you can’t make
that time, there is a second shift from 1-4 p.m. on Sat-

urday, Dec. 21. Imagine all the smiles you would put on
people’s faces, and it only takes three hours of your day.
You’ll benefit from it, and your community will benefit
from it; it’s a win-win situation. The Bible Club hopes to
hear from you!

